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SYNOPSIS

BUILD 2 LEARN IS A DESIGN SHOW THAT TRANSFORMS EDUCATIONAL SPACES TO 
IMPROVE THE LIVES OF STUDENTS, TEACHERS, AND THEIR COMMUNITIES. 

During the school year, our children often spend more time in their classrooms than in their own homes.
While we like to think that school is an inviting and comforting place for children to learn and grow, the
reality in many schools across America is that too many of these spaces are in severe disrepair.

BUILD 2 LEARN transforms the underutilized, unhealthy, and downright ugly parts of schools into vibrant
educational spaces for students to learn. Each stand-alone episode will feature an opportunity to
create or improve a space that will directly benefit students, families, and educators.

Projects range from renovating an eye-sore of a portable classroom to creating an organic farm that
utilizes a rainwater cache system to feed local families. Learning spaces can elevate education while
supporting the social and emotional well-being of the teachers, administrators, and students.

The BUILD 2 LEARN hosts, ROCKY ROGERS and MARISOL CREED, bring their own personal expertise in
designing and building educational spaces, as they engage with school leaders, educators, students
and members of the local community to tackle the renovation/build.

Beyond simply transforming a space, BUILD 2 LEARN strives to improve the educational experience, and
show the viewing audience how everyone can help to create better learning spaces in their own
community schools.

Every school in America could benefit from being a part of BUILD 2 LEARN. Across the country in urban,
suburban, and rural schools, there are endless possibilities to make an impact.

LOGLINE



Supporting them is a vast network of experts in creating, renovating, developing, and executing schoolmodels and facilities.

Host Rocky Rogers is a
construction management
professional with over 15 years of
residential, commercial and
industrial experience, including
school builds, renovations, and
custom work. Outside of
construction, Rocky spent more
than a decade in health training
and coaching as a certified
personal trainer, sales director,
and life coach. His passion for
helping others and experience
coaching junior and high school
wrestling, track and field makes
him a natural for Build2Learn.

MARISOL
THE DREAMER

HOSTS

Host Marisol Franco Creed is a
creative design expert who
passionately designs and
innovates solutions in hospitality,
residential, commercial and
educational projects. She is a
licensed Interior Designer, NCIDQ
certified, and is a LEED Accredited
Professional. She holds a
Bachelor's in Interior Design and a
Master's in International Real
Estate. Her love for her children
and belief in education as a
pathway to happiness and
success for all students makes
Build2Learn a custom fit.

THE DOER
ROCKY



ELEMENTS

There is no shortage of schools that could benefit
from being a part of BUILD 2 LEARN. In each
episode, we will showcase a different school and
highlight its unique aspects, inspiring educators,
and its role in the community.

Schools will be selected based on the project’s
viability and potential impact for the students and
the community. We plan to show a cross-section of
educational spaces and institutions, including
charter, magnet, private and public schools.

THE SPACE
From cramped, closed-in classrooms to ancient
facilities needing an overhaul, schools make learning
happen despite their surroundings. BUILD 2 LEARN
wants to support students and educators by
transforming these spaces into healthy, efficient, and
beautiful learning environments. Each unique project
will feature design, construction, and decorating, with
an eye towards sustainability and wellness for the
students, teachers, and overall community.

THE INSPIRATION
In each school, there are problems to
solve, but also opportunities to shine a
light on the amazing work that the staff
and students are doing every day.

In each episode of BUILD 2 LEARN we
focus on the people, both students and
educators, who need to have that space
improved.

THE PROJECT
Each episode will include a DIY project for the students to
complete. Working with Rocky and Marisol will be a
learning moment and a chance for the students to be
engaged and vested in the new space.

This project will also be easily replicable at home to
encourage viewers to make a difference in their own
homes and schools.

Short DIY segments on other elements will provide social
media and web promotional opportunities.

THE SCHOOL

Every episode will feature a different challenge
and school. These elements will be consistent:



710-adjacent Elementary, 
Long Beach, CA: 
Students at this elementary play on a cracked

concrete playground with outdated and rusty steel

equipment that has had to be cordoned off for safety.

Even though children are creative in their play, this

space right next to the 710 freeway needs to be safe

and soundproofed.

Students up-cycle rain boots into adorable planters

and create a sensory garden using everyday objects

while the BUILD 2 LEARN team brings the dream

outdoor playground to life by repurposing a shipping

container from the nearby port into a world-class,

soundproof playhouse, including a rooftop slide.

This 100- year-old historic building provides many

challenges, including a dark alley that students must

walk through to access the school. Transforming this

alley into an outdoor learning space is a dream of the

school leaders, so teachers can bring students

outside for class, and so students can start and end

their educational day safely.

Trailers in Urban FL,
Orlando, FL:
“Portables” are nice words for trailers, and most schools

in Florida have them. To alleviate overcrowding and

facing tight budgets, these portable classrooms fill the

lawn at Nap Ford. It isn’t pretty, and it feels temporary.

Inside the portables, it’s crammed and inefficient, which

provides a challenging environment for teachers to

inspire their students.

Students create a rainwater cache system to create a self-

watering garden and help paint the portables while the

BUILD 2 LEARN team transforms the trailer-city into a

fun, whimsical village, and reimagines the interior space

for aesthetics and achievement.
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Historic High School, 
Albequerque, NM: 

Students create DIY solar lights to keep the
space lit when the sun slips behind the
buildings, which increases the safety with a
beautiful, magical glow.

THE PROJECT THE PROJECT THE PROJECT 



The teacher’s breakroom is anything but a break, 
with duct tape hiding exposed pipes and a constant 
whine from the wind. There are kid-sized chairs, the 
paint is peeling, and the floors are stained from 
almost a century of use. 

Students go garage-sale-ing and find a therapeutic 
massage chair and décor to upcycle to create a calm, 
peaceful place for teachers to recharge throughout 
the day. They add a special scrapbook of memories 
for the teachers to show their appreciation. 

Ancient HVAC, 
Atlanta, GA:
Serving new immigrant families where over 25
languages are spoken, the school seeks to
launch a community-table program where
families break bread together to learn about
each other's families and culture.Unfortunately,
with their ancient HVAC system, it's hot-button
issue due to the stifling Atlanta heat that
disrupts even the most dedicated student’s
ability to focus.

Students create a beautiful artwork to represent
the global community of their school and their
commitment to a healthier planet, while the
BUILD 2 LEARN team works with the best HVAC
contractor in the country to install COVID-and-
Virus eradicating systems. Upon completion, we
set up the gym to host the school’s first multi-
family gathering.

Teacher’s Lounge
Paterson, NJ:

What the students at Bloom Academy need
most to succeed are reliable, healthy meals, so
they can focus on becoming scholars and great
assets to the world. A rundown bowling alley is
ripe for renovation, but the school hasn’t the
funds or ability to create a functioning kitchen
to serve its students.

The Student Designers upcycle the leftover
bowling pins into awesome tables for the “Café”,
while the BUILD 2 LEARN team strikes a balance
between practicality and design as the old bowling
alley kitchen is reimagined to serve 500 students
and to function as a special events facility on
weekends to support the school.

Bowling Alley Reno
Houston, TX:

THE PROJECT
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100-year-old building 
transformation

Modern and Traditional blending seemlessly 



Even small changes can have 
Big Impact...



FULL NAME
POSITION

MEET OUR CREATIVE TEAM

Before turning her attention to television, Debi
was a “Philadelphia lawyer” with more than 25
years general business and legal experience
working as an attorney and as an Ethics and
Compliance Officer for national corporations
and as a consultant for a national consulting
firm. Before going to law school, Debi had the
privilege of teaching school in the Boston Public
School System.

Debi created BUILD 2 LEARN while helping her
daughter, Rachel, an elementary school teacher
in southern California, transform the dilapidated
portable that served as her classroom over a
weekend to surprise the students with a new
and improved space that was way more
conducive to learning. Rachel and Debi saw the
profound impact environment can make on
student learning and well-being.

CO-CREATOR/EXECUTIVE 
PRODUCER

With over forty years of hands-on-experience in
multiple sectors of the entertainment industry,
Paul’s in-depth knowledge and experience in both
US and international entertainment program
distribution has made him a key decision maker
for selling to TV and streaming networks worldwide.

Paul’s record of achievement in developing and
managing numerous projects for broadcast and
streaming networks includes many live action TV
series, such as Baywatch, Fame, and Tales from
Dark Side; and animated TV series such as Care
Bears, Sailor Moon, He-Man, Dragon Ball Z and
Inspector Gadget.

Paul also recently co-founded Game Cloud
Network that connects Brands, Consumers and
Influencers through Gaming on its fully integrated
marketing platform, RIVIT.

Jay is an award-winning writer and film
maker with a diverse range of experience in
film and television production .Born in
Canada, Jay holds a BFA in Film from Toronto
Ryerson’s University and an MFA in
screenwriting from the American Film
Institute in Los Angeles.

Jay has produced over fifty hours of national
news and entertainment programming,
including comedy and home design
programming. He is the creator and original
writer of HENCHMEN, an animated feature
film produced by BRON Animation, and
released theatrically in 2018. Jay has also
written and developed projects for Netflix,
Spin Master Entertainment and Hallmark
Channel.

DEBORAH KINDLER, M.ED., J.D. PAUL SEIGEL 
CO-CREATOR/EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

JAY D. WAXMAN 
WRITER/PRODUCER



Dru Damico
Dru serves as President of Building Hope Real
Estate, and an E.P. on Build2Learn. His decades
of experience in development and construction
of charter schools provides a wealth of
knowledge, expertise, and connections to
support the project with the schools, resources,
and contractors to make quick and effective
change.

His dedication to creating healthier spaces for
children and the environment fuel his
determination to create better schools for even
more students.

As the non-profit leader in facilities, financing, and operational services for public charter schools, Building Hope’s
work created 200,000 opportunities for students to experience innovative and effective educational models every
year. With almost 20-years of building and renovating schools on extremely tight budgets, the organization is
unparalleled in its combined expertise onhow to create impact for students nationwide.

Sherilyn seamlessly blends creative and
strategic thinking to bring educational,
development, and creative projects to life
from ideation through execution. She has
been an independent Writer and Producer
for over fifteen years.

Her love for education led her to become a
professor and eventually a CEO of a charter
school, where leading DIY missions to make
the most of meager resources was a
hallmark of her tenure. She joined the non-
profit organization Building Hope to help
improve the lives of children nationwide.

Sherilyn Moore
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER/SHOWRUNNEREXECUTIVE PRODUCER

MEET OUR PRODUCING 
TEAM
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